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1. Introduction 14 

It has been hypothesized that the generative power of language stems from a cognitive capacity called 15 

“Merge,” which enables senders to combine two linguistic items (e.g., two words or two phrases) into 16 

a sequence and receivers to recognize it as a single unit (Chomsky, 1995, 2001). In an experimental 17 

study published in Nature Communications (Suzuki and Matsumoto, 2022), we demonstrated that a 18 

bird species, the Japanese tit (Parus minor), has evolved “core-Merge,” the most fundamental form of 19 

Merge that combines two words into a single unit (Fujita, 2009, 2014). In their recent publication in 20 

Frontiers in Psychology, Beckers et al. (2024) raised concerns about the interpretation of our results. 21 

However, after careful consideration, we maintain the conclusion that our results provide evidence for 22 

core-Merge. 23 

 24 

2. Suzuki and Matsumoto (2022) 25 

Japanese tits produce alert calls when warning conspecifics about danger, such as the presence of 26 

predators, while they produce acoustically distinct recruitment calls when attracting others to non-27 

dangerous situations, such as food locations or during nest visitations (Suzuki, 2014; Suzuki et al. 28 

2016). They often combine these call types into ordered sequences (alert-recruitment call sequences) 29 

when gathering other individuals to approach and harass (i.e., mob) a predator (Suzuki, 2014; Suzuki 30 

and Matsumoto, 2022). Previous experiments showed that tits display different behaviours when 31 

hearing alert calls (moving their head horizontally as if scanning for danger) and recruitment calls 32 
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(approaching the sound source) (Suzuki et al. 2016). In response to alert-recruitment call sequences, 33 

tits progressively approach the sound source while continuously scanning the horizon, suggesting that 34 

they detect compound information (i.e., “alert” + “approach”) (Suzuki et al. 2016). 35 

 There are two possible explanations for the bird’s responses to alert-recruitment call sequences. 36 

One possibility is that receiver tits recognize an alert-recruitment call sequence as a single unit (i.e., 37 

core-Merge) and extract a compound meaning. The other possibility is that tits perceive the two-call 38 

sequence as two individual calls that are arbitrarily produced in close time proximity, not as a single 39 

unit, and then extract both meanings. If tits recognize an alert-recruitment call sequence as a single unit, 40 

then they are expected to exhibit appropriate responses to alert-recruitment calls given by a single 41 

individual; however, they should not perceive the same information when alert calls and recruitment 42 

calls are separately produced by two individuals with the same timing (see Suzuki and Matsumoto, 43 

2022). To test this, we exposed flocks of Japanese tits to a taxidermic specimen of predator (bull-headed 44 

shrike) during playback of (i) alert-recruitment call sequences broadcast from a single speaker (1AR) 45 

or (ii) alert and recruitment calls broadcast from two speakers in turn, following the alert-recruitment 46 

order (2AR) (Figure 1, see also Suzuki and Matsumoto, 2022). 47 

 We found that Japanese tits approach and harass a predator specimen when perceiving alert-48 

recruitment call sequences played from a single source, but not from two sources (Suzuki and 49 

Matsumoto, 2022). Therefore, we concluded that tits perceive an alert-recruitment call sequence as a 50 

single unit, providing evidence for core-Merge. 51 
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 52 

3. Interpretation 53 

The main criticism raised by Beckers et al. (2024) is that simply recognizing two calls as a single unit 54 

does not provide evidence for core-Merge. However, this is due to a misunderstanding of the definition 55 

of core-Merge. According to Fujita (2014), core-Merge is “the simple binary combinatorial device that 56 

concatenates two syntactic atoms (lexical items) into a set.” In other words, core-Merge does not lead 57 

to a structure with endocentricity, but does construct a simple concatenation of two meaning-bearing 58 

units (e.g., a + dog = {a dog}) (Fujita, 2009, 2014). Thus, for animal studies, core-Merge could be 59 

defined as a capacity which allows senders to combine two meaning-bearing calls into a sequence and 60 

receivers to recognize it as a single unit (Suzuki and Matsumoto, 2022). If an animal species perceives 61 

a two-call sequence produced by a single individual as a single unit (or a single utterance which is both 62 

spatially and temporally linked), this should provide evidence for core-Merge. Therefore, according to 63 

the definition of core-Merge, Beckers et al. (2024)’s statement that “we agree that the experiment shows 64 

that 1AR can be seen as one utterance, contrary to 2AR” supports our conclusion as it is. 65 

 Beckers et al. (2024) also argue that the results of Suzuki and Matsumoto (2022) are 66 

inconsistent with those of Suzuki et al. (2017), which demonstrated that Japanese tits respond to novel 67 

call sequences comprising conspecific alert calls and heterospecific recruitment calls (synonymous 68 

calls as their own recruitment calls, produced by the members of mixed-species flocks to maintain 69 

flock cohesion) only when these calls are combined into alert-recruitment ordering. However, their 70 
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claim is based on an unfounded assumption that Japanese tits should recognize two calls from different 71 

species as two separate utterances even if the two calls are spatially and temporally linked (see also 72 

Schlenker et al., 2023). No study has tested this assumption. Therefore, it might be possible that tits 73 

recognize sequences of conspecific and heterospecific calls as a single unit produced by the same 74 

individual when the two calls are produced from the same spatial location in a temporally linked 75 

manner. Future experiments are required to test these two possibilities; however, regardless of the 76 

outcomes, the Suzuki and Matsumoto (2022)’s conclusion that receivers recognize 1AR (a sequence 77 

of conspecific calls) as a single unit should be unchanged. 78 

 79 

4. Discussion 80 

In our paper, we introduced the existence of two conflicting theories for the origins of language’s 81 

productivity (Suzuki and Matsumoto, 2022). One theory holds that Merge is an atomic and primitive 82 

capacity, enabling us to produce and comprehend any kind of word combinations, including complex 83 

expressions with hierarchical structure (e.g., a + dog + barks = {a dog} + barks = {{a dog} barks}) 84 

(Bolhuis et al. 2014; Berwick and Chomsky, 2019). The second theory holds that such complex 85 

expressions require at least two capacities: a capacity for combining words (core-Merge or Merge: (α, 86 

β) ⇒ {α, β}) and another capacity for its recursive application (Fujita, 2009, 2014; Boeckx, 2009; 87 

Horstein, 2009; Fukui, 2011; Rizzi, 2016; Suzuki et al. 2019). Although the terminology for such a 88 

recursive applicability has not been settled (e.g., “Copy” (Boeckx, 2009), “Label” (Horstein, 2009), 89 
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“Embed” (Fukui, 2009)), it envisages taking an already merged unit and one of its members, combining 90 

them to form a set union, and turning it into another unit to which the core-Merge can apply again ({α, 91 

β} ⇒ {γ, {α, β}}, where γ = α or β) (Fujita, 2009; Fujita, 2014). In this theory, it is expected that without 92 

recursion, Merge (or core-Merge) merely serves to combine two linguistic items into a set. 93 

 Our findings support this second theory, since Japanese tits combine two call types into a 94 

single unit, but there is so far no evidence that they produce sequences with more than two meaning-95 

bearing calls. However, absence of evidence is not evidence of absence. Future research is necessary 96 

to determine if tits can create hierarchically structured sequences. Therefore, we introduced the two 97 

theories in our paper without insisting on a specific trajectory of language evolution (Suzuki and 98 

Matsumoto, 2022). 99 

 While Beckers et al. (2024) stated “we do not agree, therefore, with their claim that core-100 

Merge explains the increase in the repertoire of vocalizations, or with their suggestion that such call 101 

combinations could be the first step toward hierarchically structured expressions,” we never made such 102 

claims in our paper (see Suzuki and Matsumoto, 2022). Instead, we concluded that “determining how 103 

widely Merge is involved in animal signals and what specific mechanisms provide the basis for the 104 

emergence of hierarchical structure remains a key challenge in animal communication research” 105 

(Suzuki and Matsumoto, 2022). Thus, we believe that Beckers et al. (2024)’s claim overlooks the focus 106 

of our paper which tests whether birds have a capacity to recognize a two-call sequence as a single unit 107 

(i.e., core-Merge). 108 
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In conclusion, Beckers et al. (2024)’s criticisms do not change interpretations or conclusion 109 

of Suzuki and Matsumoto (2022) in any way. Their argument appears to be heavily influenced by their 110 

own perspective on “no half-Merge.” Even the title “No evidence for language syntax in songbird 111 

vocalizations” appears unsuitable as a counterargument to our previous study (Suzuki and Matsumoto, 112 

2022); we strictly defined the term “core-Merge” in our paper and never used or defined the term 113 

“language syntax” or even “syntax.” In linguistic literature, “core-Merge” (or “Merge”) and “syntax” 114 

are used with distinct meanings. We believe that explicitly defining terms is essential for advancing 115 

interdisciplinary research. 116 
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Figure Legend: 163 

 164 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the experimental design by Suzuki and Matsumoto (2022). If an 165 

animal uses core-Merge for recognizing call sequences, it should be capable of assessing whether the 166 

component calls originate from a single individual. Japanese tits were exposed to a shrike specimen (a 167 

predator specimen) along with playback stimuli: (A) alert calls and recruitment calls were broadcast 168 

from one speaker as temporally linked, alert-recruitment sequences; (B) the same two calls were 169 

broadcast from two speakers while maintaining temporal linkage. This figure was partially adapted 170 

from Suzuki and Matsumoto (2022). 171 
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